Consider an intelligent agent constructing a plan to be executed by several other agents; correct plan execution will often require that actions bc taken in a specific sequence. Therefore, the planner cannot simply tell each agent what action to perform; explicit mechanisms must exist for maintaining the execution sequence. This paper outlines such mechanisms. A framework for multiple-agent planning is devclopcd, consisting of several parts.
bclicvcs that Al bclicvcs Al has file FOO, and A0 also believes that Al has the goal of dclcting that file, the following items appear in AO's data base:
FACT(Al,'EXIS'I'(FOO,Al)') GOAL(A;,'DELETED(FOO)') All planning will make USC of STRIPS-like operators [9] .
We allow instantiated operators to appear explicitly on any agent's GO.4L list, rather than limiting this list to state descriptions. We differentiate between the two types of goals by calling the latter "operator-goals" and the former "state-goals".
Capabilities
Previous work on multiple agents has assumed that all agents have identical capabilities, that is, that all agents have access to the identical operators. When agents are planning for differing operating system environments, this is clearly not the case. For example, an agent located on one machine may be able to run TEX on a file, while the agent on another machine that lacks TEX will not. We introduce the predicate HASCAP (agent,operator) and will be discussccl in further detail below.
REQUKST(u.y,act) --x requests y to adopt act as a goal
The effect of REQUEST is to let y know that x has "act" as a goal; x need not believe a priori that y can satisfy "act."
CAUSE-TO-WANT(x,y,act)--x causes y to adopt act as a goal P: FAC'l'(y,'GO/~l,(x,act)') A FAC'l'(y,'HASCAP(y,act)') A ACCF,P'I'(x.y,acl) A IIASCAP(y,CAUSI:-TO-WAN'l'(x,y,act)) A: GOAL(y,act)
CAUSE-TO-WANT causes y to adopt x's goal as its own, but only if y believes hc has the capability to satisfy the goal and the ACCEPT prcdicatc is true.
INliORh'i(x,y,prop)
--x informs y of prop P: prop ; WIl,I,-I't~Rt~OKM(x,lNl~~l~M(x,y,prop))
INFORM should only take place if prop is true; its effect is to let y know that x believes prop. The 'I;" appearing in INFORM's precondition list means that the item appearing before it should be satisfied before the item following it.
CONVINCE(x,y,prop) --x convinces y to believe prop P:
CONVINCE causes y to adopt x's belief as its own, but only if BE-SWAYED is true; any contradictory belief is discarded.
NT'GATE is a function over strings such that NEGATFi'x') gives the string 'lx'. Also, note the absence of WITaL-PERFORM as a precondition of CAUSE-TO-WANT and CONVINCE; these operators will be applied when their preconditions are true, wiihout any agent explicitly "wanting" them.
Agents' data bases contain axioms involving the ACCEPT and BE-SWAYED predicates; these axioms specify conditions under which the hcarcr will accept the speaker's facts or goals. will know best whether a file exists on his own machine).
Ordered Preconditions
As explained above, the planner expects to make WILLPEIiFORM(agcnt,opcrator) true in order to get agenf to perform operator; once this predicate is true, the operator can bc applied-at any time. WIIJ,-PERFORM will not bc made true, however, until agent accepts the operator-goal operator (because of the above axiomatization of WILL-PERFORM). Thus, all other preconditions of operalor should be true before the operator itself is adopted as a goal. Satisfaction of this principle will guarrantee multi-agent synchrony.
In general, an operator-goal should not be adopted by an agent until he k~zows that the other preconditions of the operator have been satisfied. To accomplish this, we introduce the predicates WAlTING and HAS-DONE, and the operators PAUSE and WHEN-GET, defined as follows:
PAUSE(agcnt,precond,aim) --agent decides to wait until precond is satisfied before adopting aim P: W II,1 >-PERFORM(agcnt,PAUSE(agent,precond,aim)) A: FACl'(agent,'WAITING(precond,aim)') WHEN-GET(agcnt,precond,aim) --agent adopts aim when he knows that precond is satisfied (1) FACT(x,'HASCAf'(CMU,DOVER(CMU,filc))') (2) I~AC'l'(x, '~IASCAI'(M1'l', F; CMU, Tilc) )') (3) FACT(x.'HASCAP(CMU,PAUSI<(CMU,prccond,aim) )') '(4) FA~l'(x,'~l~~SCAP(CMU,WHEN-GEI'(CMU,prccond,aim) )') (5) FACT(/.,'HASCAP(x,REQUEST(x,y,act) )') (6) FAC'I'(z,'HASCAP(y,CAUSE-'rO-WhN'l'(x,y,act) )') (7) FACT(z,'HASCAP(x,INFORM(x,y,prop) )') (8) FACT(z,'HASCAP(y,CONVlNCE(x,y,prop) )') 
